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Alexandra Nowlan
WSBS PhD student, Shea Lab
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WSBS PhD student, Zador Lab
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WiSE Executive Board 2017

**President**
Lital Chartarifsky  
WSBS PhD student, Churchland Lab

**Vice President**
Alexandra Ambrico  
Laboratory technician, Trotman lab

**Faculty Advisors**
Leemor Joshua-Tor, PhD Professor,  
HHMI Investigator, Structural Biology  
Anne Churchland, PhD Associate Professor, Neuroscience

**Social Media Chair**
Brianna Bibel  
WSBS PhD student, Joshua-Tor Lab

**Practice Talks Chair**
Alexandra Nowlan  
WSBS PhD student, Shea Lab

**WiSE Speakers List**
Shaina Lu  
WSBS PhD student, Zador Lab
WiSE Executive Board 2016

**President**
Jackie Giovaniello  
WSBS PhD student, Li Lab

**Co-Vice Presidents**
Lital Chartarifsky  
WSBS PhD student, Churchland Lab

Alexandra Ambrico  
Laboratory technician, Trotman lab

**Faculty Advisors**
Leemor Joshua-Tor, PhD Professor, HHMI Investigator, Structural Biology

Anne Churchland, PhD Associate Professor, Neuroscience